
1st January 2021

Taking into account all the covid restrictions Christmas went ahead in the church.   It started 
with the candlelight carol service on Sunday 13th December.   This year, there had to be 2 
services due to the numbers wanting to come and the limited seating available in the church.    
The church was beautifully lit. There was live singing by Iona Cameron, Judith Farndon, 
Debbie Install, Alison Faulkner and Marjorie Roper. 

A huge thank you to Peter Farndon for 
all his hard work in putting it all 
together. Peter also showed his 
talents are not confined to the organ. 
He acted as a shepherd in the service 
and was brilliant.

The path to the church door was lit by 
candles with small Christmas trees at 
the entrance. Small battery operated 
nightlights were on the chairs for 
everyone to light and later take home.



Due to current guidelines, decorating the 
church for Christmas had to be different this 
year. The Church Life and Mission Group were 
asked to decorate some small artificial trees. 
Some of its members provided knitted hearts 
and angels to represent some of the outreach 
projects they had been involved in over the 
year. 

The brilliantly creative Young church 
contributed by decorating some baubles either 
by drawing Christmas pictures or by drawing 
what 2020 meant to them.   All had to be sent 
electronically.   It was marvellous that we had 
some baubles from Australia. Gill Lowe 
(previously Burr living there) and her family 
sending their ‘love to all their friends and 
family in England at the end of a very difficult 
year’ (see photo on page 5) 

After all the decorations had been left 
untouched for the required 72 hours Rachel, 
Daniel, Helen and Jon Banks expertly 
decorated the trees in church. What a 
wonderful finished result! 

Thank you to all for helping make the church 
look so festive this Christmas.

Jane Garnett

Trees
Since the usual large tree was not 
allowed there were a number of 
smaller artificial trees. 

Trees greeted you at the church main 
door, in the vestibule and on the shelf 
at the back of the church.   There 
were larger ones on the pulpit side 
and at the side of the communion 
table as well.

Vestibule
Back of the 

church2



There were the usual poinsettias on the old communion 
table and on the pillars in  the church, expertly  
decorated by Margaret Rumens.

The traditional morning of lessons and carols 
was packed with people on a waiting list for 
cancelled seats. You might have doubted a 
carol service without Methodist singing.   As 
Donald said, music is at the heart of a good 
Methodist carol service and it echoes the 
music of the choir of angels from so long ago.    
The 4th candle was lit for Mary and 
symbolising the light of God which cannot be 
extinguished.   The Hunt family  read the 
lessons.    The choir of angels, as candlelight 
service singers, returned to provide carols for 
the service.

Donald and Peter Bates shared the ‘midnight 
communion’ service to welcome in the new 
child.   The church was again full to capacity. 
It is a quiet thoughtful time which includes 
Communion and ends in a joyous celebration 
of the birth. This year it was at 9.00 pm to 
allow time for the chairs’ team to disinfect 
the chairs and reorganising the layout for 

Christmas morning when Donald led the 
service again.  This time all the candles on the 
Advent wreath were lit.

All the candles lit on Christmas morning3



The covid restrictions meant that 
there was a huge amount of work 
for the stewards and those 
organising the services.   We are 

very grateful for all their help so that 
Christmas was not cancelled, but 
celebrated joyously.
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Christmas greetings

Many of the church family have family 
members overseas. The Burrs’ daughter’s  
family  in Sydney sent this greeting to the 
church.   

Where would we have been without the 
magic of the internet this Christmas?    It 
enabled families (not allowed to meet up in 
this country and those overseas) to join 
together on Christmas Day
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Rachel Taylor will be celebrating her 90th

birthday on 5th January.   Happy birthday. 

Congratulations to David Goodson for 
being promoted to Programme Director, 
PMO, HSBC University at HSBC. David and 
Suzie worshipped at Solihull  some time 
ago before moving away and they are still 
happy Prattle readers. 

A number of 
collages of the  
church family 
were shown on 
the screen 
during the 
candlelight carol 
service while  the 
candles were lit 
during the 
singing of ‘Light a 
candle in the 
night’

Richard and Sue Balmer shared 
Christmas dinner with their family in 
Montreal via Facetime

Lawrie and Margaret Rumens met up with family 
via Zoom
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Call me old-fashioned if you must but I still 
like a paper diary. I like to write down my 
appointments and other pieces of vital 
information rather than simply trust them to 
the computer, or the phone, or whatever 
other electronic gadgetry I have. 
Furthermore, I’m particularly choosy about 
the sort of diary I like. For many years now it 
has been the diary published by the 
Methodist Church. When I’ve finished writing 
this letter, I’ll start the pleasant job of copying 
across any details and appointments from my 
2020 diary into the new one.

In some ways it’s quite sobering to look back 
over my 2020 diary. Plans for events after mid 
March have been crossed out. Some personal 
celebrations and journeys didn’t happen.  St 
Alphege Church was celebrating 800 years 
since its foundation and Churches Together 
wanted to mark the coming of Christianity to 
Solihull. We had hoped, among other events, 
to have a large Pentecost Picnic in Malvern 
Park. Indeed, a lot of planning had already 
gone into it, including the hire of portable 
toilets for the afternoon. So it was 
disappointing to realize, early on, that our 
festival simply couldn’t take place. At one 
point in the late Spring, I naively imagined 
that the virus would have died out by 
September and we might be able to open the 
church fully with a grand celebration. How 
wrong I was!

Yet 2020 has brought out so much that is 
good. We’ve learned to appreciate more fully 
those who work in our health and essential 
services. The street on which I live has, I 
think, become an even more friendly place. In 
the life of the church very many people have 
worked long, hard and creatively to help us 

worship and keep us safe. 
We’re indebted to all of them. 
When we say goodbye (and 
some might add “good riddance’) to 2020 
let’s  make sure we don’t also let go of the 
gifts which the year has brought to us, and 
let’s not forget the people who have blessed 
us.
And so to the 2021 diary. Its pages are 

currently blank. Most of the appointments 
which I’ll fill in for the next couple of months 
will be Zoom meetings. Beyond that any 
entries I make will be quite tentative. 
However, there are some days which are pre-
printed for me, which I know will happen. 
There will be Ash Wednesday (17th February), 
Good Friday (2nd April), Easter Sunday (4th

April), Pentecost (23rd May).  I don’t know 
how we’ll worship and celebrate on those 
days, but I know we will.  And I know that God 
will be with us. May you have a peaceful and 
blessed 2021.

Donald



Throughout this year Jonny has been 
providing reflections in art for the Prattle and 
some have been published in the Messenger.   
In January Jonny is moving on with a change 
of link church, to Earlswood where he will 
experience life in a smaller church.    We have 
benefited hugely from having such talent 
with us. 

On Sunday 20th December Donald passed on 
the formal thanks from the Church and a 
small presentation was made. 

We wish Jonny and Sebastian all good 
fortune in their exciting journey of life 
wherever it takes them.   Jonny has penned 
this letter. 

To the Church Family at Solihull Methodist 
Church

It is with sadness that Seb and I write to you 
all to say that we will be moving to another 
link church. As Solihull has lost Andrew, as 
the minister, I need to move to Earlswood 
Methodist Church, where my new link church 
minister will be Cleopas Sibanda. 

Seb and I have had the great joy of 
worshipping and getting to know you this 
past 15 months or so. We felt welcomed into 
the church as soon as we set foot into the 
church building.   Seb appreciated the seats, 
especially for his back. For people to 
remember Seb’s name, (which may seem 
somewhat insignificant), actually showed him 
that people wanted to talk and welcome him 
which, unfortunately hasn’t been the case in 
some churches

I have gained and learnt a great deal during 
my time with you.   It has helped shape my 
understanding of ministry and how to relate 
to people. To see a church that is both sizable 
in its congregation and sizable in the variety 
of things it does, has been inspiring. Seeing 

how organised things are, the high quality of 
the worship and all its many facets of the 
church, is telling of how much time and effort 
goes into the church. 

Observing and joining in with the happenings 
at Solihull has helped with my confidence in 
leading worship and helping others grow in 
their faith. This has been seen in the 
opportunity to write reflections in the 
Prattle!   It has been a joy and a benefit to my 
theology and writing (with a number of 
people suggesting that they could be turned 
into a book…!) I hope to take what I have 
learnt and experienced to move forward with 
my next link church and subsequent churches 
in the not too distant future. 

Seb and I will miss you all and continue to 
pray for you, especially during the 
uncertainty of the pandemic and leaving the 
EU. 

Blessings and prayers, Jonny and Seb

Jonny’s last reflection for Solihull 
Through Advent Jonny explored the themes: 
examining, resistance, meeting and 
transformation. “…and to be renewed in the 
spirit of your minds, and to clothe yourselves 
with the new self, created according to the 
likeness of God in true righteousness and 
holiness.” (Ephesians 4:23, 24)

From examining ourselves and the 
resistances we have around letting God in, to 
meeting God – we now explore how all of  
this transforms us. Our development this 
Advent has involved a process of getting to 
know ourselves better and meeting God in 
this knowing.

To renew first of all is to know oneself, to 
accept that we are often selfish and discern 
why that happens.   It means being not only 
open to God but to others around us.   8



Advent is a time of waiting, of reflection, 
anticipation and knowing oneself. 

What comes is the revelation of God as an 
utterly dependent baby, who cannot even 
support his own head.  Born from a teenage, 
migrant girl, in a place she has never been. A 
teenager, doing one of the most dangerous 
things a woman could do at the time (and still 
is in many parts of the world): to become 
pregnant and give birth. A young woman told 
she would have a son, who was to be the Son 
of God. After the blood and agony, a rush of 
hormones that dulls the pain, with a child, 
Jesus Christ in her arms. 

This is the climax of Advent: God taking on 
our humanity, so that we may become like 
God, so that we might be transformed.

In Christian traditions there are various words 
for this: Christian perfection, sanctification, 
and others.  What is crucial is that God works 
in us so that we may become divine, 
“changed from glory to glory” (name that 
hymn/Bible passage!) 

For this to happen, we must be with one 
another, working with one another, to do 
God’s will for ourselves and the communities 
we live in.   As Paul says, “clothe yourselves 
with the new self, created according to the 
likeness of God in true righteousness and 
holiness.” 

Meditate Being made divine is not something 
we often talk about in church and I certainly 
find it a challenge to accept within myself 
(likely one of my ‘resistances’). But it is an 
important part of the Christian tradition; 
after all, John Wesley called it social holiness.

Hopefully, through the reflections and 
meditations we have done, we have a better 
idea of how we imagine God to be, which 
then influences how we are with ourselves 
and others. 

From this, I encourage you to do some 
imaginary prayer. You can also use the 
painting to help you focus or ‘ponder over’ in 
relation to God transforming us,

Begin to imagine the nativity scene; imagine 
the smells and textures, the lighting and the 
temperature. Imagine the straw, animals, 
night-time cool air, a space that is faintly lit 
with oil lamps, barely able to make out the 
shapes of things. 

A crying baby pierces the dark stable, thick 
with smells. You move towards this baby and 
the mother and father. You see a teenager, a 
young woman consumed with fatigue – she 
has worked hard to give birth after days of 
travel – and a man, who is embracing the 
baby.

Something deep within your being stirs, 
revealing that the baby is both ordinary and 
somehow simultaneously extraordinary. How 
does this revelation feel? How do you 
respond in yourself? 

You begin to move to the couple, what are 
your first words or actions? The baby is still 
crying, the new father doesn’t  know what to
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How appropriate that Jonny’s final reflection 
uses one of his own art works (Untitled).   



do and the mother is too exhausted to try to 
help. Neither of them really know what to do, 
with no help and no family around to show 
them. Yet this infant is crying, with an attempt 
to be soothed by the father. What do you do 
to help? You know that this baby is God but as 
a human being; what do you do? Spend some 
time here with the family. Be with them. 

Allow this imaginative prayer to take its 
course. Allow God’s presence to be with you. 
Allow God to ‘speak’ to you, as it were, 
through what happens. Allow God to 
transform you and think about where the 
‘true righteousness and holiness’ is in it all 
and how this is to renew you.

Streaming team

If you have been watching the 
livestreamed services at home, you will not 
have seen how many people are involved.   
A huge amount of work has gone into 
streaming live the services in the church.   

Thank you to Pete Austin and his team. 

Lets hope that 2021 brings an end to the 
pandemic and that we are allowed back in 
church without the restrictions.
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The team on Christmas Day



Do you need to send that email?
Electricity is not energy but a means of moving it 
from one place to another, for example from a 
wind turbine to the national grid or from a plug in 
the wall to a vacuum cleaner. The amount of 
energy delivered reduces as it goes along the wire 
and in every electrical device, including things like 
chargers, where the voltage is changed. The 
undelivered energy is dissipated as heat which is 
why vacuum cleaners and chargers and so on feel 
warm when in use. 

Generally in cool countries like the UK, this heat is 
not a problem. Indeed it helps cut heating bills. 
But where there is a great deal of electrical 
activity the waste heat can build up to dangerous 
levels. Fans or much more complicated cooling 
systems have to be installed. This needs more 
energy and gives rise to more carbon dioxide 
emissions and global warming. A Sunday Times 
report says that companies like Microsoft now 
accept that the huge data centres, which re-route 
our emails and other electronic communications, 
emit as much carbon dioxide as the whole of the 
airline industry. The report adds that if each of us 
sent one fewer email each day (365 in a year) it 
would

reduce the UK’s carbon footprint by 
as much as flying 80,000 passengers 
from London to Madrid. 

So, in 2021, one New Year’s resolution 
could be to think twice about an email; 
how many people need it to be copied 
to; and whether large files such as 
photos need to be sent.

Recycling Christmas Cards and Trees

Christmas cards without glitter can be 
recycled like any card. Others have to 
go with the general waste. Real 
Christmas trees with roots can be re-
planted or, without roots, recycled at 
the Bickenhill tip or, if you wait, cut up 
and put in your green bin ready for the 
first collection in March. Shiny 
wrapping cannot be recycled but some 
that feels like brown paper may be. 

Richard Balmer/Greener Church Group

C BY-NC

Visitors?
On Christmas morning 3 plastic yellow ducks 
appeared on the large frozen puddle in the 
grass at the side of the church.   They had 
been tethered so that they would not fly 
away!
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One of the many wonderful parts of our circuit 
family is the community that we're connected 
to at the University of Birmingham through the 
work of our Chaplain, Reverend Mindy Bell. 
This year Mindy has had Josh Askwith, a 
Pioneer Development Intern with the 
Methodist Church working with her and he has 
shared his first impressions of university 
chaplaincy below.

This letter was first published in the Multi-Faith 
Chaplaincy Newsletter of the University of 
Birmingham.

Chaplaincy is new to me. It might be new to 
you too, or if you are a regular reader of this 
newsletter or visitor to our building at St. 
Francis Hall (global pandemics permitting), 
then you might be quite familiar with it. I 
began as an intern with the Methodist Church 
in Birmingham at the start of September and 
have been working at the university chaplaincy 
as part of my role since then.

I graduated from the University of Birmingham 
a few years ago, so going onto campus again to 
meet students in Welcome Week felt familiar 
to me. Playing table tennis and talking with first 
years and returners was largely what I had 
expected from chaplaincy, making 
conversation with students and raising 
awareness of the service and support that is 
available to them. Most were happy to just play 
table tennis, but some were interested in 
talking a little about faith and spirituality.

Joining in with regular events such as Midday 

Prayer and student faith society meetings on 
Zoom have shown me how important the 
chaplaincy is. Both informal and formal 
gatherings to provide time away from our day-
to-day lives and focus on faith has been so 
welcome for me, and I have relished being a 
small part of it for others. I now have an 
awareness of some of the work that the 
chaplains do and an insight into how valuable 
they are in serving students and staff.

As part of my work for the chaplaincy, I have 
organised a few events to provide an 
opportunity to discuss faith and spirituality in a 
relaxed way. Leading ‘Spirituality on the Big 
Screen’, it was exciting to see the 
conversations drawn from the deeper 
meanings of the film Groundhog Day. Using this 
classic film to reflect on our own lives and 
beliefs lead to some funny conversations, as 
well as some that were surprisingly profound!

My first impressions of chaplaincy are of how 
wide the range of meetings are between 
chaplains and students or staff. From religious 
festivals to passing conversations and 
everything in between, chaplains are available 
to meet each person and discuss life and 
spirituality on their terms, whether they have a 
faith or not. I am looking forward to seeing 
how things develop this coming year as part of 
the chaplaincy team!

Josh Askwith – Pioneer Development Intern 
with the Methodist Church



** Mindfulness courses are
approved by NICE and also

available through the NHS.

www.solihull-methodist.org.uk

Blossomfield Road
Solihull

0121 705 7367

Jonah being swallowed by the 
whale

An important feature of Christian teaching is to have the ‘right
mind’ but our over busy lifestyles leave many rushing towards
our tomorrows rather than savouring our todays.

The new practice known as Mindfulness** works by
decluttering our minds, bringing clarity to our thinking and
helping us gain confidence in what we are doing and where we
are going. It sharpens our awareness of life.

When Mike Crockett
our much loved
minister until 2014
returned to his home
town of Cape Town he
not only became a
counsellor in the
gangster and drug
addict rehab centre at
Camp Joy* but gained a
post graduate
certificate in
Mindfulness-Based
Interventions and has
built up a significant
clientele.

Courses are made up of 8 weekly sessions
via Zoom. Numbers are limited to 15.
Participants are asked to complete a pre-
course information form and to make
time each day during the course for 15 –
30 minutes of practice. Some sessions will
include upper body movements

The first session will begin on 
Monday 11th January 

starting at 7 pm and – with 
breaks - last 2 hours.

The ‘Christ in Mind’ course Mike will
lead is especially designed for the
church family and friends but, anyone
would be welcome.

Courses are free ( courses usually cost £50-80).

However Mike would be immensely grateful for
donations to help support the work
at Camp Joy* (send to Solihull
Methodist Church, marked ‘Camp Joy’.)

Email Mike crockeym@gmail.com as
soon as possible.

* Camp Joy is the gangster and drug addict rehab centre in Cape
Town. The Church funded the rehabilitation of the washrooms there

through its 2019/20 project). Mike remains a counsellor there
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People are booking up so 
please book by Friday 8th January.

mailto:crockeym@gmail.com
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The Messenger Team

Sue Balmer, Bryan Fitter,
Jeff Horton, Sue Kelley,

Rev Andrew Orton and  Lawrie 
Rumens  

During the Covid lockdown we 
are  producing  2 Messengers a 

month.  

If you have any news or other 
items please send it  to
messenger@solihull-

methodist.org.uk
We reserve the right to edit 
articles if necessary and are 

not responsible for the views 
of contributors.

Please send photographs 
separately as  jpeg files

Church  Team

www.solihull-methodist.org.uk
Church Office  0121 705 7367

Rev Andrew Orton
Minister –

on sick leave

Dean Taylor
Children and Youth worker 

Diane Webb
Pastoral and 

Community Worker

Janice Smith
Church Administrator

Chris Giles
Pastoral Coordinator
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Tuesday Morning 
Communion Service

9.30 am

This will be held in the church 
and not the Margaret Wharam

room

The Wednesday 
prayer group

is now meeting by Zoom each 

Wednesday at 9.30am. 

If you would like to join in, 
please contact Chris Giles for 

details.

CC BY-SA

3rd January Revd Donald Ker

10th January Revd Nick Jones 
(Covenant Service)

17th January Revd Caz Hague

24th January Ian Carnell  (URC)

31st January Revd Donald Ker

Sundays 11.45 am to 12.45 pm 
no booking will be required.

Please note that 
• this is NOT public worship 
• your details will retained for Track 

and Trace purposes. 
• Only the front door will be open 
• A steward will ensure hand 

sanitisation takes place.
• Please wear a mask while you are in 

the Church

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


www.solihull-methodist.org.uk

Blossomfield Road
Solihull

0121 705 7367

Jonah being swallowed by the 
whale

About 15 families joined our zoom Messy Crib 
to watch the video of the Christmas story in 
painting and magic.  The video had already 
been seen over 130 times on YouTube.

There was  singing Christmas songs, playing 
musical bumps and statues (aka disappear out 
of your zoom window or look like your zoom 
has frozen), doing crafts from our craft packs 
and finding items on a nativity scavenger 
hunt.  The final task was eating a star shape 
from a slice of bread! 

It was a wonderful way to spend Christmas 
Eve afternoon and we’re looking forward to 
being back in church next Christmas once 
we’re all safe and vaccinated.

Linda Bates  

Linda also prepared a huge canvas painted with all sorts 
of Nativity images for this celebration which was hung in 
church for all to see on Christmas morning.

The final task

Ben displaying some of 
his magic skill


